TOOLS for TODDLERS
Benefiting Every Step of your Child's Life

as an ADULT
- communicating at work
  - talking on the phone
- playing music
- connecting with others

as a SCHOOL CHILD
- listening with ease
- succeeding at school
- playing music
- connecting with others
- succeeding during playtime
- singing along with friends

as a TODDLER
- listening with ease
- succeeding at school
- playing music
- connecting with others
- succeeding during playtime
- singing along with friends

as a TEENAGER
- enjoying music
- reading together
- having fun in the bath
- playing sports
- socializing with friends
- laughing with others

AB's global rehabilitation & educational programs
Benefiting Every Step of your Child's Life
TOOLs for TODDLERS
Technology that Helps Little Ears Grow BIG

as a TOODDLER...

Naida CI sound processor
Flexible technology inside that is ready to advance as soon as you can graduate to more advanced sound processing features

AutoSound technology
Comfortably hear soft whispers in the library and friends shouting on the playground without having to make any program or setting changes

ClearVoice™ technology
Technology that automatically analyzes and adapts to each listening situation that you encounter, separating the distracting noise from what you want to hear most

HiRes Fidelity 120™ sound processing
Listen to music in high fidelity with AB's sophisticated current steering sound processing strategy

Wireless connectivity
Allows you to connect to Phonak's Roger system so hearing teachers and classmates is easy

Neptune™ sound processor
Built Kid Tough™ this waterproof processor allows you to continue chatting with your parents even as you take a bath or play at the beach

as a SCHOOL CHILD...

HiResolution™ sound
Superior technology that allows you to hear the rich variations in music and voices as your parents sing you nursery rhymes

T-Mic™ 2 microphone
Unique in the ear microphone so you can listen to the latest hit songs using headphones

ZoomControl feature†
Focus listening to a speaker to the front-back or right-left of you for improved communication

DuoPhone feature†
Automatically stream phone calls to both ears simultaneously so you can hear in stereo

as an ADULT...

For questions or additional information:
Toll Free 1.877.829.0026 • TTY 1.800.678.3575
hear@advancedbionics.com • AdvancedBionics.com

as a TEENAGER...

StereoZoom™ feature
Focus on a single voice at a noisy restaurant so you can easily hear one-on-one conversation in noise

UltraZoom feature†
Focused listening for a small group assignment while chatter from other small groups around you is reduced

QuickSync feature†
Easy, one-touch control, so any volume or program adjustment you make on one processor is automatically applied to the other

AquaCase™ enclosure
Protects the Naida CI so you can do anything and everything without having to sacrifice hearing

*Not approved for pediatric use in the United States.†for individuals who use bilateral Naida CI processors or a Nadia CI processor and Naida Link Hearing Aid technology
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